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“Pneumiatry” is pronounced: 

“new-my-uh-tree” 

 

The “p” in “pneumiatry” is silent, as in the words “psychiatry” and “psychology” and “uh” 

rhymes with “up” and the “h” is silent. 

 

Now, let’s talk about the difference between psychiatry and pneumiatry.  Psychiatry is, in one 

sense, the science of the mind.  Pneumiatry, in one sense, is the science of everything.  Psychiatry 

considers facts relating to the human mind.  Pneumiatry considers facts relating to the human 

mind and to every other subject conceivable (imaginable).  Pneumiatry covers twenty times the 

information that psychiatry covers.  The following chart shows the difference in scope between 

pneumiatry and psychiatry: 

 
Psychiatry is just one mental health field.  The next chart shows the scope difference between 

pneumiatry and all of the mental health fields. 
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Mastering pneumiatry takes ten times longer than mastering psychiatry. 

 

Now, let’s talk about psychiatry in America.  Here is a pie chart showing the percentage of dumb 

psychiatrists (75%) and smart psychiatrists (25%): 

 

 
Why are there so many more dumb psyhiatrists and how do we know this to be true?  There are 

more dumb psychiatrists, in part, because there are a number of atheist psychiatrists and a 

number of homosexual psychiatrists.  More important, when the psychiatrists voted about 

whether homosexuality was normal the homosexual psychiatrists and atheist psychiatrists were 

in charge of managing the vote and did not allow 60% of psychiatrists to vote, all of whom, 

coincidentally, were straight.  That is the only reason that homosexuality got classified as 

normal.  An in-depth, historical discussion about this vote and related matters can be found at 

Gay Is Not; in particular, Dr. Jeffrey B. Satinover’s paper "Trojan Couch": How the Mental 

Health Associations Misrepresent Science.” 
 

Another reason there are more dumb psychiatrists is that most psychiatrists support the delusion 

that human beings are machines without free will.  Half of these psychiatrists support this 

delusion because they are afraid to speak the truth.  Because of this “machine belief,” these 

psychiatrists also do not believe in evil, sin, redemption (the work of Christ and the forgiveness 

of sin), and the Bible as a whole. 

 

The two leading psychiatric organizations have been controlled by homosexuals, atheists, and the 

machine belief psychiatrists for decades.  They are the American Psychiatric Association and the 

National Institute of Mental Health.  To be fair, there are within these two ignorant, foolish, and 

http://gayisnot.com/
http://gayisnot.com/trojancouch.pdf
http://gayisnot.com/trojancouch.pdf
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corrupt organizations, a number of fine, intelligent, dedicated people.  However, overall, these 

organizations are doing great harm to America and, indeed, to the entire world. 

 

One thing you should take away from all of these facts is to make it a rule to do a thorough 

investigation of a mental health professional before using their services.  Also, be very, very 

careful in mental health matters because there are “secret laws” (note quotes) that allow mental 

health professionals to put you in a mental institution against your will.  You have been warned. 

 

Now, there is a bit of good news in the midst of all of this bad news.  The mental health 

profession does help to keep psychopaths and other insane people off the street. 

 

We have much more to say; in particular, about the relationship between pneumiatry and the 

Bible.  We will do so as soon as possible.  In the meantime, you can visit our pneumiatry website 

at http://pneumiatry.com/. 

http://pneumiatry.com/

